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Together we are stronger
A couple of years ago when I was hired by a British organisation, I had to spend at least five days a week away from Natal, 
where the leading BRAZ-TESOL RN (BTRN) team live and work. Two of my thoughts were, “I will miss the local chapter” 
and “am I leaving it all behind?” With hindsight, I can say that I indeed missed the local BRAZ-TESOL chapter, but at no 
time did I feel I’d  left it behind. BTRN was always with me wherever I went. I had a number of opportunities to speak on 
professional development (and other topics) at various conferences in Brazil and abroad. BRAZ-TESOL was there with 
me as I encouraged fellow TEFLers towards to join a teachers' association as a way to remain motivated, inspired, 
connected and to make headway in the profession. On several occasions, fellow BRAZ-TESOLers would ask me about 
the chapter in Natal and volunteer to contribute a talk or session at one of our events. I wasalways delighted and proud to 
have been part of the driving force who had founded the chapter in Natal some years earlier. 

In time I returned to Natal and restarted my work as an independent teacher trainer and consultant. In every single group 
of teachers that I engaged with by running development sessions, there were quite a few who would ask about BRAZ-

TESOL RN and when seminars, courses and other events would start again. Unknowingly, they were filling up my tank with high-octane fuel the very 
smell of which began to re-kindle my wish to see a BTRN re-launched. Before long, I was fired up! More than anxious once again to feel the thrill of lift-
off!

Now as our first-ever symposium in Natal takes place,  I am convinced that BRAZ-TESOL RN has never really been dead, it was at most just “catching a 
well-deserved snooze” and then preparing for a thundering comeback. Judging by the amazingly  positive response to the symposium and the number 
of registrations, the new BTRN will have an impact that will reverberate throughout RN and beyond!

BRAZ-TESOL is much more than just a teachers' association. It is not great simply because it has the largest number of members in Brazil, as large 
does not necessarily mean strong and effective. BRAZ-TESOL is special because it unites people by offering a shared dream: to positively transform 
English teaching and learning in Brazil so that our country takes its rightful place in the eyes of the rest of the world as a source of ne
w ideas and opportunities because, what we have to offer and how we are facing up to our many challenges can be discussed in the major language of 
international communication – English – by a high percentage of Brazilians from all walks of life, and not as at present by only a handful - in ever starker 
contrast to the rest of the world. We, BRAZ-TESOL, are special because we bring people together from all levels of the Brazilian educational system, 
and because we recognize that by so doing, together we are stronger. We are special because we educate, encourage and inspire. We are special 
because we make a difference in teachers' and learners lives and we open their eyes and hearts to all that learning of other cultures, through English, 
can bring . If you share these values, join us. Let’s shake the international ELT world together. After all, you’re not alone; We are together - and together - 
we are stronger!

Fernando Guarany | 
President

BRAZ-TESOL Rio Grande do Norte | 

  fernandoguarany@braztesol.org.br

btrn.wordpress.com

http://fernandoguarany@braztesol.org.br
http://www.btrn.wordpress.com
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The presenters and their sessions

Can we talk about our English? – The importance of language development for teachers | Higor Cavalcante

No one would dispute a teacher of English must be a good classroom manager, skilled at preparing lessons, adapting and 
selecting materials, correcting students' oral and written errors and much more. Do we, however, perhaps shy away from 
discussing how much (about) English a teacher should know, especially (but not exclusively) non-native English-speaking 
teachers (NNESTs)? In this session we will put this thorny issue on the table.

Higor Cavalcante is a Brazilian teacher, teacher educator and ELT writer based in São Paulo-SP. He is currently the second vice 
president of BRAZ-TESOL and president of its TD SIG. His main interests in ELT include extensive reading, phonology and language development for 
English teachers. 

Fanfic frenzy and other millennial genres in English Language Teaching | Jennifer Cooper

Changes in modes of communication in the millennium offer new and thrilling possibilities for English Language Teaching (ELT), 
and specifically with regard to writing, as multiple media platforms allow readers/users/spectators to engage with traditional 
narrative genres as producers of new, complimentary genres rather than merely consumers. Such is the phenomenon of fanfics 
– original narratives written by fans of movies, books, anime/manga, tv series, cartoons, even wrestling. Fanfic writers use the 

characters and settings of their source to create new scenes and plots in chapters that are published online. Jenkins (2006) refers 
to this flow of content as convergence culture:  '[...] the cooperation between multiple media industries, and the migratory behavior of 

media audiences who will go almost anywhere in search of the kinds of entertainment experiences they want.'  But fanfics are just one 
product of this convergence culture, twitterature, which reduces the  narrativeto a mere 140 characters, is another byproduct of this process. Keeping 
apace with the dizzying speed at which these new genres emerge, and having the flexibility and creativity to design ways of using them in ELT presents 
an exciting challenge to teachers of millenials, which will be discussed. 

Jennifer Sarah Cooper is a Professor of English at the Department of Foreign Modern Languages and Literatures at the Federal University of Rio 
Grande do Norte (UFRN). She has a PhD in Applied Linguistics from UFRN, a Master's degree in World and Comparative Literature from San Francisco 
State University (SFSU) - emphasis, literary translation. She is also a technical and literary translator and is originally from California.



The presenters and their sessions

Embracing Technology Inside and Outside the Classroom | | Luiz Henrique Rose (Cambridge University Press)

In this talk, the presenter will show you how we can use technology inside and outside the classroom to enhance teaching and 
learning. We will also explore some of the vast digital resources that are available today for all kinds of teachers (from 
technophobic to tech-savvy). For schools, there is also a wide range of alternatives in terms of technology from zero-cost options 
to highly sophisticated devices and systems.

Luiz Rose has been working in the ELT field for over 25 years. He has worked for several English schools and publishers and 
currently works as business development manager for Cambridge University Press where he is also a Digital Products champion. Luiz is also the author 
of some English vocabulary books and graded readers.

What might come after the millennnials? | Stephanie Hanson (American Embassy) 

The last of the Millennial generation is already working their way through high schools and colleges, so who are the students who 
are starting to enter our education systems now?  Today's elementary school students have been called Centennials, Generation 
Z, and the iGeneration. Though they're still young, researchers have begun to identify trends in their behaviors, lifestyles, and 
experiences that distinguish them from Millennials.  In this plenary, Stephanie will summarize some characteristics of this 

upcoming generation of students and what we currently know about their learning preferences.  She will then highlight some 
educational innovations and recommendations that researchers have started publishing to prepare for teaching this group, 

  and discuss what these pedagogical changes might look like in future English language classrooms.   

Stephanie Hanson has a Master's degree in TESOL from the University of Illinois.  She has taught English and trained teachers in the U.S., China, 
South Korea, Indonesia, Turkey, Ecuador, and Venezuela.  She is honored to now work as an English Language Specialist in Brazil, sponsored by the 
U.S. Consulate in Recife.  Her interests include teaching speaking skills and teacher training. 
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Teacher growth: developing skills to teach EFL to senior students | Taiza Lombardi (Tea Time)

Teaching EFL to senior students has been a career altering experience. Our beliefs were questioned and we discovered a need 
for continuous professional growth to address the challenges our students face in the classroom. This session is meant to 
discuss adjustments made to programs, materials we use and teachers' improvement.

Taíza Nunes Buono Lombardi has been an English teacher for 15 years and a teacher trainer for 7 years. Having finished her 
Post-Graduation course in English language teaching and translation at PUC-PR, she became a Partner at Tea Time – English 
School for students over 50 years of age. Based in Curitiba-PR, she has focused her career on studying how language learning 
theories apply to senior students and how they can take the most advantage from the classes.

Life Skills and Teacher Professional Development: 
Going beyond the basics in this rapidly-changing and ever-demanding world | Sérgio Lins (Macmillan)

Teacher Professional Development involves improving language and teaching skills: TTCs, TDCs, CELTA, DELTA, CPE, 
IELTS, TKT, Master's and PhDs, amongst many others. The list is endless. We are continuously seeking to improve our 
qualifications, which – in both theory and practice – can help us improve our ELT teaching skills. However, there is a number of 
non-academic skills every professional should develop, and as language teachers, we are not immune to them.  What are some 
of these skills and how could they influence our professional (and personal) performance in this rapidly-changing and ever-
demanding world? Come and join me to find out more.
 
Sérgio works as an Academic Consultant for Macmillan Education Brazil and has been involved in ELT for almost 20 years, 
working as a teacher, teacher trainer and academic consultant. If you wish to find out more about him, please visit 

.www.visualcv.com/sergiolins

http://www.visualcv.com/sergiolins
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This session aims to reflect upon one of the most intriguing issues of the language teaching and learning process: what really 
motivates us as English language teachers and as language learners. Due to the complexity of such topics, we particularly 
intend to focus on the relationship between technology-mediated tasks and motivation in order to understand how to best teach 
Millenials. Attendees will be presented to some theories of motivation in Second Language learning and teaching, concerning 
aspects related to student motivation and task motivation (DÖRNYEI, 2000). In addition, they will be shown some ideas of 
technology-mediated tasks and will also be invited to contribute with their own ideas. 

Samara Freitas has been involved in ELT for almost nine years. She holds a degree in Letras-inglês (UFRN), a specialist title in 
English Language Learning and Teaching (UFRN), a Master's degree in Applied Linguistics (UFRN) and currently teaches at 
IFRN - Campus Lajes. Her particular ELT research interests are: English language learning, technology-mediated learning and 
psycholinguistic factors in English language acquisition. 

Turning Memes and Virals into Awesome Classroom Activities | Rafael Medeiros (English Specialists)

Millennials are those born in the digital era, an era based on speed. High speed, actually, and as things got faster, information 
started spreading terribly quickly. Events became notorious all over the world basically at the same time that they unraveled. As 
a result of that, memes and virals suddenly became a thing. Any funny/interesting event, picture or video can become a meme or 
a viral, and millenials love how they can laugh about them and just forget they ever existed within a few days. But how can we, as 
teachers, keep up with memes and virals and actually use them in our classes? In this workshop, we will explore many different 
ways and techniques of turning any Internet meme or viral into one or a few different kinds of classroom activity. These 
adaptations will include turning memes and virals into speaking, listening, reading and writing tasks.   

Rafael Medeiros has been teaching since 2007, and for the past 6 years he has dedicated himself to teaching individually 
tailored classes at English Specialists, which he founded in 2014 after graduating from a Master's Degree in TESFL at SFU, in 
Vancouver, Canada. He has taught in schools both in Brazil and Canada, but has found his true passion in the tailoring of 
lessons.

Technology-mediated tasks and learners' motivation: 
to what extent is this relationship effective? | Samara Freitas (IFRN)
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Using digital tools: Redesigning the classroom
Fernanda Negreiros and Ana Gerda Paz (Shining Minds Consultants) 

Strategies and resources to transform you class in a digital and creative class, fostering  language learning  though different and 
useful tools.

Fernanda Negreiros has attended regular and language schools  and has over 11 years of experience in teaching . She has 
participated in book publishing and  giving currently workshops for 6 years including Braz- Tesol Conference 2016.  She is an  
EFL teacher and coordinator, English Consultant and CEO from Shining Minds Consultants. She is gratuated in Letras – 
UNICAP/PE, post-graduated in English Translation Methodology – FAFIRE/PE

Ana Gerda Paz has attended a bilingual school  and has over 15 years of experience in teaching and creating materials and 
courses. She is an EFL teacher at Efopli- UFPB and English Consultant at Shining Minds Consultants 

Shining Minds Consultants works to inspire and motivate teachers giving them  support concerning teacher training.

Helping the Higher Education sector in Brazil to understand the impact of English in new ways
Roddy Kay (Cultura Inglesa Recife)

The impact of bilingual education on a large-scale, the reality of most of the world having already adopted English as a Medium of 
Instruction, especially at master's level and above, and International English as a variety of English have been largely ignored by 
the Higher Education sector in Brazil. A major barrier is that teaching in other than Portuguese at universities is prohibited and a 
dilemma is how to reconcile teaching in English with social inclusion policies. This talk discusses s how I have been tackling 
these issues. I shall invite participants to discuss these matters and to consider if and how best they can do something similar 
locally.

Roddy holds the RSA Prep Cert and DOTE. He has worked at Cultura Inglesa, Recife for 25 years, 20 of them as manager of 
various Cambridge English activities in the NE. He was a British Council officer for 16 years prior to his arrival in Brazil. He spent 
10 happy years as President, BRAZ-TESOL, PE Chapter.   
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Reading in the Digital Age – The Fun Way| Luiz Henrique Rose (Cambridge University Press)

In this session, we will discuss how reading has changed in recent years with the advent of technology. We will also look at ways 
on how we can help our students improve their reading skills and have fun at the same time by using some of the tools available 
today.

Luiz Rose has been working in the ELT field for over 25 years. He has worked for several English schools and publishers and 
currently works as business development manager for Cambridge University Press where he is also a Digital Products champion. Luiz is also the author 
of some English vocabulary books and graded readers.

Quick and Easy Activities to Get Students Speaking | Stephanie Hanson (American Embassy) 

In this workshop, attendees will sample several communicative language techniques to help students practice speaking skills, 
including oral fluency, grammatical accuracy, and pronunciation.  The activities require little or no preparation, but they're a fun 
and active way to greatly increase student talking time in the classroom!

Stephanie Hanson has a Master's degree in TESOL from the University of Illinois.  She has taught English and trained teachers in 
the U.S., China, South Korea, Indonesia, Turkey, Ecuador, and Venezuela.  She is honored to now work as an English Language 

Specialist in Brazil, sponsored by the U.S. Consulate in Recife.  Her interests include teaching speaking skills and teacher training. 
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“What is a dynamic lesson?" | Christopher Thirlaway (Cultura Inglesa Recife)

Learners are demanding much more than the traditional approaches to language learning. As teachers, we need to 
continuously evolve and develop our lessons to motivate and engage the wide variety of learners we have in our classrooms 
today. This presentation will focus on trying to define what elements make a modern dynamic lesson. During this session, a 
number of classroom ideas and activities will be put forward for participants to analyse. Participants will also be encouraged to 
share their own ideas and knowledge in order to develop a wider picture of what makes a truly dynamic lesson.

Christopher has been a teacher for over 8 years, teaching all levels of teenagers and adults. He is the DoS for Cultura Inglesa 
Zona Sul Recife and holds the DELTA.

Multimodality and playful learning: Ideas for sparking students desire to learn English
Jonathan F. Feitosa (UFPB)

The worlds within a classroom are infinite and so are the challenges ahead of educators teaching at public, private and language 
schools, who must cater for the diverse backgrounds and (de)motivation of students to attend their classes on a daily basis. 
Relying on the principles of multimodality and critical literacy as fundamental in order to keep up with our ever-changing world, 
we propose to share practical ideas on how to use ludic, musical and artistic activities designed to meet  students' positive 
expectations about learning English and promote their capacities to use language to act in the world as informed citizens.  

Jonathan Feitosa Ferreira is an English Language and Linguistics student at the Federal University of Paraiba (UFPB). He is a 
CELTA-certified teacher by the University of Cambridge (ESOL) and is currently involved in language teaching projects at an 
NGO in João Pessoa – PB
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Teaching mixed-ability groups through a learner-centered approach | Nilo Gouveia (IFRN)

Teaching English as a foreign language to high school students at IFRN means having learners of the most various 
backgrounds. By welcoming students coming from both private and public schools, the institution deals with the challenge of 
educating adolescents of overwhelming social differences. The gap between weaker and stronger learners of English as L2 is 
considerable in the majority of groups.  So, what challenges do foreign language mixed groups bring to teaching and learning?  
How can learner-centeredness help overcome challenges that arise from such heterogeneousness? Is it possible to promote  
meaningful learning to all parties? How can English language to be used as primary means of communication in classes? Those 
are the issues to be addressed in our meeting.

CLIL – Bilingual education: What exactly is it? and How can teachers prepare for it?
Patricia Guedes (Cultura Inglesa Natal)

As the number of schools which claim to deliver a bilingual education increases, a few questions arise: Which schools are 
actually doing it? How are teachers preparing for such undertaking? Which qualifications and qualities are necessary for 
teachers to have or pursue? This talk aims at providing an opportunity for participants to discuss these and other issues 
concerning the work of a bilingual education teacher.

Patricia has taught English for over fifteen years in Natal. She is currently teaching at Cultura Inglesa and Colégio Marie Jost. 
She holds a degree in Fine Arts (University of Southern Maine, USA) and in “Letras – Lingua Inglesa e Literaturas” (UFRN). She 
also has a CPE and ICELT. 
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Foster creative thinking using technology – Thinking outside the box
Naiara Fracaro and Ana Gerda Paz (Shining Minds Consultants)

Suggestions and techniques to utilise technology to foster diverse, creative thinking. Focusing on play and learn activities that 
help teachers empower their students to have a say in the learning process.

Naiara Fracaro has attended a bilingual school and has over 7 years  of experience in teaching. She has giving currently 
workshops , including Braz-Tesol Conference 2016. She is an EFL teacher, English Consultant at Shining Minds Consultants  
 She is post –graduated in Language Acquisition /UFPB, She is attending Master's Degree  in Education Studies/ Lusófona- 
Portugal.

Ana Gerda Paz has attended a bilingual school  and has over 15 years of experience in teaching and creating materials and 
courses. She is an EFL teacher at Efopli- UFPB and English Consultant at Shining Minds Consultants 

Shining Minds Consultants works to inspire and motivate teachers giving them  support concerning teacher training.

MULTIMEDIA LEARNERS – Working with music in the EFL classroom
 Ana Beatriz Guilherme and Bárbara do Nascimento (ProEnglish)

It is well known that millenials are very keen on multimidia. Statistics show that their top 2 free time 
activities are watching TV and listening to music. How can teachers take advantage of this? The aim os 
this workshop is to put participants in the students' shoes and provide them with the opportunity to use 
music in the classroom in a fun and challenging learning atmosphere.

Ana Beatriz Martins Medeiros Guilherme is the director of studies at ProEnglish Language Centre and  
has a wide experience in ELT and training. She holds a degree in Portuguese and Literature and has 
been teaching English for 30 years.

Bárbara do Nascimento Carlos is a teacher and a freelance translator. She has been teaching English to Kids, teenagers and 
adults at ProEnglish Language Centre for about 3 years. She is also a volunteer for AFS International Programmes.



Drama and Language Teaching | Steve Barlow

In many ways, the process of learning a second language and drama techniques share similar principles. The mere act of 

speaking a foreign language is in itself a "theatrical" choice ("Let´s suspend disbelief for a moment  and pretend that this 

second language is the one we naturally use for communicating".)

The members of Quaq strongly believe in these principles and would also argue that, by rehearsing for   theatrical 

presentations, a learner of a second language is also getting valuable practice in aspects of pronunciation, such as stress, 

rhythm and intonation. All of this occurs naturally, in a way that resembles the acquisition of  our first language. On top of all this, going on-stage to 

present a show for colleagues and family members at the end of a semester is a sheer joy for anyone who tries!

Pecha Kucha (Japanese: ペチャクチャ, chit-chat) is a speedy presentation style in which 20 slides are shown for 20 seconds 

each (6 minutes and 40 seconds in total). The format, which keeps presentations concise and fast-paced, powers multiple-

speaker events called Pecha Kucha Nights.

 

A typical Pecha Kucha Night includes 6 to 14 presentations. The audience is usually from the design, architecture, 

photography, art and creative fields, but also from academia. Presenters often speak about such topics as their travels, 

research projects, student projects, hobbies, collections, or other interests.

 

When it comes to ELT, Pecha Kucha is a great tool to foster learners’ oral skills and boost their confidence. When preparing their Pecha Kucha, 

students get volumes of practice, which represents an amazing learning opportunity. Pecha Kucha is fast,  collaborative, visual, and fun!

The PECHA KUCHA

Short presentations that work | Janaina Weissheimer

The QUAQ - Quasi Actors Quartet
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